Ideally situated in the Sierra between Yosemite and Kings Canyon, Southern California Edison owns and manages 20,000 acres of mixed conifer forest. Our forest management philosophy utilizes selection silviculture, prescribed fire, wildlife habitat enhancement, public education, and volunteer programs to foster a healthy, resilient forest and positive community relations. Because we are a fairly small operation, our seasonal workers have the opportunity to gain a variety of experience within both forestry and recreation operations.

**Forestry Technicians**
Performs resource inventory, timber sale administration, owl and botanical surveys, tree planting, thinning, pruning, pile and prescribed burning. Works under 2 staff RPFs. Knowledge of dendrology and forest measurements preferred.

**Environmental Interpretation**
Performs interpretive walks & presentations, supervises youth and volunteer trail crews. Experience in natural resource interpretation and public speaking desired.

*Competitive Pay & Affordable Housing *

For more information call (559) 841-3194.
To apply, please send a cover letter and resume to:

SCE Forest Management Team
Attn: Becky Kochheiser
P.O. Box 600
Shaver Lake, CA 93664
Or email to:
Rebecca.Kochheiser@sce.com